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“We drive your business’s success by enhancing
your digital presence and fasten reach to your
potential customers.”

Why Digital Marketing?
It’s the need of modern day business to capture all possible
touch points where they can get potential customers, social media
marketing enables the small to large businesses to establish
a two way communication channel between business and customers.
Here is why you need to get onto digital media marketing?
The need of modern day business to capture the potential prospects online on the
platforms they are most active and spend their time at.
It’s a tool that lets you to flourish your business beyond geographical boundaries.
Less expensive than traditional marketing practices.
More controlled and customizable.
Effective performance calculation and data analysis.
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Digital Marketing
Process

Difference between
Traditional & Digital Marketing?
Even though it’s not about that traditional marketing does not play any role in a
business’s success but it’s more about the value to the cost incurred in carrying out
traditional marketing activities. It’s also important to understand that traditional
marketing involves more cost and resource utilization that makes it hard for the
early bird and small businesses to make it part of their strategy.
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That’s where the digital marketing comes into play and
makes it easier for the business of every size and marketing
team with smaller budget to drive maximum output or value
to their money.
Here is a small comparison of primary differences between
traditional and digital marketing.

Traditional Marketing
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Digital Marketing

Little Interaction

Effective two way communication and
interaction

Higher Costs & budget constraints

Low cost and customized budget options

Tough to measure ROI

Real time measurement & tracking of ROI

Difﬁcult to receive feedbacks and
opinions

On-time feedbacks and opinions to take
effective decisions

Poor or higher conversion costs

Converts at lower cost with high conversion
ratio

Not easy to customize and modify
as per needs

Totally customizable as per business needs
and limitations

No data to monitor effectiveness and
performance

Measure every action and its effectiveness
based on data

Not a plug and play mode of marketing

Start and stop at any hour of the day

Limits to a geographical territory

Capture audience across the world

Traditional vs Digital Marketing

The list can go on but these are some high level differences
good enough for business owners or decision maker to decide
which way they want to go.
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What DAAM solutions Offers?
DAAM Solutions is a full time digital transformation and
automation company that provides a one stop solution
for all your digital needs. Here is what we are best at:
1. Website Designing & Development
2. Search Engine Optimization
3. Social Media Marketing
4. Pay Per Click Advertisement
5. Email Marketing

Website Designing & Development
Your virtual store or sales point where you can put all your business information
so that people can learn what you offer at any time of the day.
Having a website means that your business is never offline or limited to speciﬁc
hours of the day.
Easy way to put business information in an engaging way to drive more customers.
Let’s you to get out of your geographical limitations and let the whole world be your
target audience.
Provide ease of doing business just on a click.
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Website Design & Development Process
Our six step process flow helps you to get a perfectly designed
and developed website at lowest cost within minimum time so
that you can get started with your online business presence
straightaway.
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Search Engine Optimization
Optimize your website for the keywords your target audience uses on internet to
ﬁnd the services/products you offer online.
Make your website technically sound from SEO perspective to let search engines
know what value you can bring to users when ranked on 1st of search results.
Not an overnight process but economical and long term solution for business.
Higher rate of conversions as SEO is a reactive approach of marketing i.e. customer
search for you.
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SEO Workflow Process
The process starts with the competitor research to identify
the spots you can target so that you can outrank your digital
competition over internet to take your business to next level.
This 6 step process is developed to ensure that you do not miss the
boat in digital sea.
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Social Media Marketing
This lets you connect with your audience in a way they want to get connected.
Engaging way to communicate with your potential audience.
Helps your audience to know more about your brand, vision, value you bring to them
and how your business helps them in their life.
Cost effective way of reaching out to audience in a more casual way to convey
your message.
Develop a community rather than just a customer list.
Drives more conversions with strong customer loyalty.
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Pay Per Click Advertisement
Your instant trigger to reach the customers at the right time.
Unlike traditional TV Commercials and newspaper ads, PPC is more controlled way
of spending your wisely and effectively.
You know your audience before spending a penny, more targeted and customized
way of advertisement.
Unlike traditional advertisement methods, it gives you real time measurement of the
value you are getting on your money spent on ads.
Helps you understand the customer buying behaviors and funnels.
Easy to calculate ROI and forecasting business growth w.r.t investment.
Get the top spot on popular search engines such as Google & Bing on a click
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How PPC Works?
We make sure that every single penny you invest returns with
maximum ROI and for that we follow our in-house built strategy
by our experts.
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Data Analytics
Convert your customers’ historical and real-time, traditional and
big data into actionable insights.
Support stakeholders & decision makers with analytics solutions aimed
to eliminate the guesswork in their decision-making and create a healthy
environment for self-service analytics.
Timely reports for precise and on-time decisions to enhance business proﬁtability.
Continuous data cleaning & improvisation to cater the business needs at any time.
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Our Approach to Data Analysis
As a data analytics & insights expert, we analyze traditional, big, and
non-structured data with our 4 step process flow mentioned below to yield
maximum actionable information for you.

01

Analyze the customer needs and as-is
situation: existing data and data quality
practices

02

DATA

ANALYTICS

03
04
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DISCOVERY

TRANSITION

extract, clean and integrate the data
into a data warehouse, create OLAP
cubes for & train machine learning
models.

SERVICE DELIVERY
access to self-service analytics tools,
deliver regular reporting, as well as ad
hoc analytics upon the customer’s
request

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
We are agile and we adjust to the
customer’s changing business needs to
provide relevant reporting.

Email Marketing
Cost & time effective marketing solution.
Easy to manage, monitor and track the performance.
Improve effectiveness of every campaign based on the previous results of the campaign.
Higher conversion because of targeting right audience.
Media based marketing makes it more customizable
One click solution to automate marketing at any time or at speciﬁc time on any day.
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About DAAM solutions :
Business Technology Management Group (DAAM Solutions). A premium
Business Software Development & Digital Transformation company founded
in 2009 based in Chicago – IL, expert in developing & customizing Websites,
ERP, CRM, Analytics, Cyber Security and Mobile Applications. We use Agile,
Scrum and advance SOA architecture incorporated with Business Process
Management (BPM) compliant methodologies to create innovative solutions
using scale-able future ready
technologies.
Along with that, we are a full time digital transformation and automation
agency to enhance your business presence across digital channels to drive
more business..

Why Choose DAAM solutions?
Diverse client portfolio and industry experience
Professional team and subject experts
Guaranteed Customer Satisfaction
Customized solution based totally on business needs
We work as your team and not as vendor
One stop solution for all your digital needs
Customized & cost effective packages
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Our Portfolios
Some of Our Happy Customers

Plainfield, IL

lingeries collection
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Get in Touch
with Our Experts

contact details
14429 S Wa llin D r. U n it # 3 ,
Pl ai nfi el d, I llin o is 6 0 5 4 4

(815) 205-6655

info@Daamsolutions.com

